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Do you know?

Our Vedic Scriptures have precise detailed information on embryology, matching

very closely with modern scientific embryology, excluding some details still

unknown to modern science. In Vedic Scriptures, it is clearly mentioned that the

Gender of the unborn...

...child is dependent on the seed( male aspect-Y Chromosome) and not on Prakriti(female aspect-X Chromosome).

Decades of modern scientific research across the world has finally proved this Vedic truth.
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Spiritual Part of embryology :

In Brahma-samhita & srimad bhagvatam,it is declared that the Supreme Soul not only enters each & every universe created

by him, but also enters every single atom of each universe.The same concept is basis of embryo development where the

part of...



...supreme soul(Atman)enters the embryo of mother in the dormant stage of pregnancy.According to Vedanta the

manifestation of life begins from the moment of https://t.co/vFLRTNDrqj first enters the semen of male &is injected into

womb of a woman.Aristotle(384 - 322 BC) was the...

https://t.co/vFLRTNDrqj


..first westerner to describe the concept of embryology but his research was very limited compared to literary description

mentioned in Mahabharata,srimad bhagvatam,Bhagavad Purana.Ancient rishis used the term 'Raj' to indicate ovum &'Reta'

to indicate sperm.



In Bhagwad Purana,the same were known as Shukra(Sperm) and Sonitum(Ovum). The fertilized egg formed by the

copulation process was termed as 'Kalala' known in modern science as fertilized ovum or 'Zygote'. It further states that

'Kalala' is formed within 12 hrs after copulation.



The same is confirmed by science which measured the formation of egg in few hours, after its release from ovary.

According to Garbhopanishad, the factors required for the conception of foetus are:

-Father's Semen

-Mother's menstrual blood

-Atman, or subtle body made...

...up of 5 elements(fire, earth, air, water & ether)

-Manas or mind, United to a particular embryo subject to its past Karma.

Atman(spirit of supreme soul) unites with Sonitum(ovum) and shukra(sperm) inside the uterus to form Garbha(embryo). In

addition to Atman, there is also...





...the role of Prakriti(nature)and Vikaras(emotion or feeling) behind the formation of embryo.

Symptoms of pregnancy r divided into 2 parts in Ayurveda;

-Sadyo Garbha Lakshana(symptoms just after conception)

-Bhakti Garbha Lakshsna(symptoms after child's body parts are formed)

All the symptoms that are mentioned in Garbhopanishad are today told by the modern Science.

Embryo or body features comprises of 5 elements of nature as described in Garbhopanishad and Charak Samhita.

Embryo is made up of panch maha bhutas(5 Elements)



-Components from Prithvi-Hair, smell, heaviness,stability, structure, organ of smell, perception, bones.

-Components from Agni-Body temperature, form, organ of vision, metabolism, metabolic enzymes,brightness or sharpness,

aura.

-Components from Vayu-Organ of tactile sensation,..

...activity of body, formation and transportation of dhatus, sense of touch, expiration.

-Components from Jal-Coldness, organ of taste perception, softness, moisture and body fluids, fat, seen, blood, urine.

-Components from Akasha-Auditory system,sense of sound, division...



...channels, lightness, orifices minuteness.

It is also mentioned that intensity of features inherited from parents depend upon the Gender of the unborn child.

Components from Father-Beard, moustache, Nail, Hair, bones, Tendons, veins, Arteries, Semen , Teeth.

Components from mother-Muscles, fat, Kidney, pancreas, Urinary Bladder,Bone marrow, skin, Liver, stomach, blood, 

rectum, intestines, heart. 



Components from Atman( Soul)-Knowledge about oneself, Happiness, sadness, emotions , birth in specific species,

appearance.

Body features from Nature;

Components from Satva(Mental faculty)-consciousness, determination, pride, endeavour, memory, knowledge and

longevity.

Components from Satmya(habituation)-life living styles of parents and sibling, natural immunity,intelligence and function.

Components derived from Rasa(food)-Growth & Origin of body, nourishment, health, formation of various body parts,

attachment to life, energy, strength, contentment & complexion.

Foetal Nourishment-Connected to Maternal 'Rasavaha-Nadi' ie the Umbilical cord provides the crux of..

...mother's diet to the child forming inside foetus.Child gets the vital nutrients for its sustenance from 'Upasneha' ie Moisture

inside foetus that runs obliquely along all his/her body parts.Thus continues since conception till the parts of child are fully

formed inside embryo.



The phases of embryo formation right from the 1st to 9th month are very minutely described in the Garbhopanishad and

Charak Samhita. It's also told that how should we take care of pregnant women and the problems associated with

'Garbhadharana' and how they can be cured.

Precisely,what is known as Gynecology & Paediatry today,is a modernised version of the sciences that have been detailed

in Vedic Scriptures.

Ayurveda is the oldest medical science that elaborately describes the techniques of making various medicines from natural

herbs and trees.



Charak Samhita was taught in ancient Vedic Universities like Nalanda and Takshshila Universities. One of the section of

Charak Samhita deals with embryology that describes various symptoms and signs if the mother at different phases of

pregnancy.

Charak Samhita is an ocean...

...of knowledge that served as a guideline for ancient ayurvedic doctors and is used for treatment even today by some

modern doctors.

Hinduism is not just a religion, it is just pure science, occult science and an old ancient science.

Vedic Science encourages us to dispel...

...the mode of ignorance and follow the path of truth and righteousness.

Our ancient sages had more knowledge than the knowledge of the entire modern scientists put together. B'coz sages were

spiritually advanced and looked everything through their divine consciousness.



On the other hand, modern scientists are materialistically advanced and see everything through their materialistic eyes.

Everything that has been discovered and invented till date by the modern scientists finds its mention in our scriptures and

everything that the modern Science is yet to discover, is already there in our scriptures.
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